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"Italy is simply extraordinary. #BelT!' -says Amb. @MAZappia, unveiling 
•Italy's new branding campaign in NYC is passion 4 style, heritage 
& diversity, innovation 4 creativity ... but there’s so much more to IT. 
WatchIT

https://madsinltaly.gov.it/en/ ©ItalyMFA eiTAtradeagoncy______________
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This Thursday, December 16 is «KalianSpaceDay!

is at the forefront of the race!

[Post as Thread 2/2]

Wo choose to go to the moon — again)

Italy wiD be a leader in the ambitious ©NASAArtemis space program, which 
aims to land the first woman and the next man on the moon. When? Very 
soon—as early as 2025! fftalanSpaceDay

Join Amb. ©MAZappia as she delivers opening remarks at "The US-ltaly 
Cooperation on Space Exploration and Exploitation* event 4 hear from 
speakers on the importance of global cooperation as the space industry 
grows.

The Italian cuisine is wel known worldwide and ... in space! 10% of 
@Space_Station astronauts’ rations—the so-called "Bonus food*—is indeed 
prepared by some of the most innovative Italian start-ups.

We’re at the top of worldwide cuisine even in space!

•ItalianSpaeeDay________________________________________________

Congratulazioni to ©abfoundation for its first 10 years of work helping 
people 4 empowering communities in the , particularly those in Vitaly and 
Haiti affected by earthquakes. To many more years promoting a culture of 
equity, solidarity and social justice. Grazie!

Proud to have ©AstroSamanthaCristoforetti representing • Italy
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©Mazappta and ©AndreaBocelb

"Italy is simply extraordinary. #BelT!* -says Ambassador Zappia. unveiling 
•Italy's new national branding campaign in a New York City cab I 
Launched in partnership with ©itatradeagency and ©italymfa. #BelT is the 
official campaign of •Madelnltaly worldwide.

is passion and style, heritage and diversity, innovation and creativity ... 
but there's so much more to IT. IT is about making exceptional things- 
curiosity and dedication, bravery and imagination, expertise and precision. 
IT is our brand, cool and unique. Italy is simply extraordinary.

WfetchIT here and follow ©officialbe.it to learn more! yiPEQ-BE.lI.AMBASSma
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Among Italy's many talented vocalists, perhaps none is more recognizable 
than tenor and instrumentalist ©AndreaBoceK. whose beautiful and soaring 
voice is beloved by mflions around the world.
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This Thursday, December 16 is #ltalianSpaceDay, and to celebrate, we're 
iring stories of Italian innovation and exploration, both on this planet and 
beyond. is at the forefront of the race!

Wo choose to go to the moon — again!

I be a leader in the ambitious ©NASAArtemis space program, which 
land the first woman and the next man on the moon. \Mien? Very 

as 2025!

is passion and style, heritage and diversity, innovation and creativity , 
but there's so much more to IT. IT is about making exceptional things: 
curiosity and dedication, bravery and imagination, expertise and precision. 
IT is our brand, cool and unique: Italy is simply extraordinary.
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iin Ambassador Zappia as she delivers opening remarks at The US-ttaly 
>operation on Space Exploration and Exploitation' event. Attendees wil 
iar from both Italian and American space sector thought leaders on 
e importance of bilateral and multilateral collaboration as the space 
justry grows.

@ltalyMFA.it ©media .inaf 
©European SpaceAge ncy

©nanoracks @AVoGroup 
©ThalcsAleniaSpacc 
©ArgotecSpace ©NASA
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